Weekly Head Report

**Kaimuki 12/03/19**

- Head level
- caution
- alert
- critical

**Beretania 11/27/19**

- Head level
- caution
- alert
- critical

**Kalihi 12/04/19**

- Head level
- caution
- alert
- critical
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Moanalua 12/02/19

Halawa 12/02/19

Kalauao 11/25/19
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**Pearl City 11/25/19**

![Graph showing head level changes over time with specific values: 15.01 at a critical level.]

**Waipahu 12/04/19**

![Graph showing head level changes over time with specific values: 18.38 at an alert level.]

**Hoaeae-Kunia 12/02/19**

![Graph showing head level changes over time with specific values: 18.85 at a caution level.]

Legend:
- Blue: head level
- Dotted red: caution
- Solid red: alert
- Solid red: critical
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Waialua 11/24/19

Makaha 12/05/19